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Smoker attracts crowd
and student criticism

State likely
to adopt
_Multi-State
by Tim Hassett
said, applicants for the bar
should be verse~ in all 15 subject areas.
Adoption of the MBE will
also trigger another change.
The test on the Code of Professional Responsibility will no
longer be given along with the
bar exam. Instead, students
can arrange to take the test
prior to graduation. It will be
offered three or four times a
year and is administered by the
same group which runs the
MBE. However, it is not yet
known whether graduates taking the bar exam this July may
take advantage of that option.
"We know a lot of students
are afraid of the unknown,"
Kelly said, referring to the
MBE. "But I myself think the
MBE is a better method of
testing."
One reason Kelly said he prefers the test is because it offers
uniform grading, an improvement over the subjective
_grading currently used on the
essay exam. That makes the
test more reliable he said.
"It seems to be a fair test,"
he added. "It doesn't measure a
student's writing skills and that
may help a student who doesn't
write as well," he said.
In an effort to allay students'
fears about the test, Kelly

Within the next month, the
Minnesota Supreme Court will
decide whether law school
graduates will face the
Multistate Bar Exam (MBE)
this July. If the court adopts
the MBE, it will be the second
time in two years that the
state's bar exam has undergone
a major change.
Currently, 44 states use the
MBE. And if Justice Fallon
Kelly reflects the sentiments of
the high court, Minnesota will
become the 45th. ·
In a recent interview, Kelly
said he favors use of the MBE
over tire straight essay form
currently used by the state. The
MBE is a multiple choice exam
covering six of the 15 subject
areas included in the state exam. Its advocates, which include Kelly, say the test is more
reliable and fair than the
straight essay exam because
grading is uniform and the
degree of difficulty can be
standardized from year to
year. Two students who took
the MBE in another state last
July say the exam is also more
difficult to oass.
Last year, the state eliminated the rule which allowed
an applicant to drop his or her·
lowest score. That was done,
according to Kelly, because
some students simply didn't
study that portion of the exam.
To protect the public, Kelly_
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Summer Bar Results

The Fall Smoker, true to
form, pleased many students,
bored others, and left the rest
of those in attendance free to
carp about this or that particular shortcoming. For the
captious crowd the music was
too loud, too anachronistic, or
too "rockous." To those individuals an apology is offered, with the explanation
that an effort was made to find
a live band that played contemporary · music competently
which would be acceptable to
the greatest number of students. But even the detractors
joined in the general consensus

that a live band was much
preferred to disco.
A legitimate complaint was
registered concerning the price
of the beer, especially in view
of the nine.-ounce portion. Fifty cents was clearly too much
to charge. The problem was
that this price was set by the
Prom management and the
SBA had to accept their figure.
At previous Smokers, the SBA
had purchased approximately
20 kegs and then freely
dispensed the suds. This year,
insurance coverage for offcampus events was cancelled
by our insurer and thus the

SBA had to refrain from any
beer subsidy. Dram Shop, you
know.
Having responded to the major criticisms, it is safe to say
that most attending enjoyed
themselves. Student and faculty turnout was excellent, with
well over 600 in attendance.
Most were able to find at least
a couple of songs to "shuffle
them feet" to. As the major
Mitchell gathering of the
semester, the Smokers are supposed to be fun, and with the
help of those in attendance,
this fall's event was just
that-to most.

Students dance to Fantasy at Fall Smoker.

Stude·nt caught up
in policy conflict
by Sally Oldham

REPEATERS

FIRST TIMERS
SAT PASS

TOTAL

SAT PASS

% !'ASS

467 392 83.94%

49 32

65.31 %

82.17% 17.83%

bUT-OF-S'fA TE
LAW SCHOOLS

189 149 78.83%

24 11

45.83%

75.12% 24.88%

ALL SCHOOLS

656 541 82.47%

73 43

58.90%

80.11% 19.89%

MINNESOTA
LAW SCHOOLS

% PASS

University of Minnesota

88 %

William Mitchell

80 %

Hamline

79%

% PASS

% FAIL

Jonathon Freed may or may
not return to school this
January. After futile negotia~
tions, a law suit and persistent
doubts, he just isn't sure.
Freed thought he was returning to school this fall. But four
days before registration, he
was dismissed for academic
reasons.
It all began last fall when
Freed entered William Mitchell as a first year student.
On his first three exams that
semester, Freed scored grades
of 74, 65 and 62. That
December, Freed began to experience severe back pain. He
was hospitalized twice and in
March a laminectomy was performed. At this point, Free

asked Dean Curt Stine for a
semester's leave of absence. At
Stine's request, Freed submitted a written petition for
withdrawal from the second
semester. No formal action
was taken on his petition.
Stine and Freed met two
more times that spring to
discuss his attending summer
school, receiving a student loan
and scheduling for the following year. Freed received his
loan check that May and went
on to complete his summer
school class. Freed was also the
subject of a letter that summer,
signed by Stine, stating that he
was a "student in good standing and eligible to continue."
All of these things, says

Freed, indicated to him that he
was still i student at William
Mitchell and could return this
fall.
But on August 6, just prior
to registration, Freed was
dismissed from school.
Burton refused to talk with
Freed about his dismissal and
on August 22 Freed filed suit,
alleging that Mitchell breached
its contract with him and intentionally or negligently inflicted
emotional harm.
Freed's motion to compel his
readmis.sion this fall was
denied by Ramsey County
District Court" Judge James

Freed
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Editorial
Is emphasis on the practical misplaced?
Congratulations to the William Mitchell graduates who recently
passed the bar. You now join the ranks of many who are learned in the
law.
Over 500 people were recently admitted to practice law in Minnesota. What will all of these new lawyers do? There just are not that
many job openings in the area that is traditionally thought of as the
practice of law. Knowing the prospective employment possibilities
why do we as students choose the law as a career, and better yet why
do we continue in our pursuit once we are exposed to the realities of
the practice of law. Is it because we have a picture of what a lawyer is,
of what we will be, that is not detrimentally affected by the employment opportunities?
Vermont Royster said it well in his Wall Street Journal column
"Thinking Things Over."
It happens more , often than we may realize, the
way fantasies of childhood shape our lives and linger in
our age.
Many a doctor, I have no doubt, owes his occupation to
the romantic aura of the man who came to tend him when
he had the measles or chicken pox, or perhaps from
reading such a book as "The Magnificent Obsession." Certainly there are aging journalists who would have spent
their lives differently were it not for youthful dreams of
being another Richard Harding Davis, just as now Walter
Cronkite or John Chancellor sow the seeds of fancy in today's young.
The same is surely true of lawyers. Thinlc back to your decision to
go to law school. How did you see the "lawyer"? Probably as a person
carrying the respect of the community; one called upon to assist in
decisions requiring thoughtful analysis. Now look at the present
public image of lawyers. It has changed. They are often seen as money
making manipulators, with only one interest at heart: their own. Why

the change? And what are we trying to do about it?
Law schools, at the direction of the Chief Justice of the U.S.
Supreme Court, are making technicians out of us. It's one thing to
become a lawyer, it's another thing to go to law school. Law school
can prepare you to be a lawyer, but that is not all that it can do.
Analytical skills, awareness of sources of social, financial, and
political power, an understanding of the ways in which changes occur
in society, and the role of law in supporting these sources of power
and stimulating or inhibiting change can all be gained through a legal
education. But rather than encouraging additional course work in the
philosophy of law and in the development of the analytical thought
processes-that are so valuable in all walks and endeavors of life, we are
required to take an increasing number of skills courses; courses that
teach us how to prepare for trial; how to approach the subject of fees
with new clients, how to determine the success of prominent lawyers
by the amount of money they make. Is that what law school is for?
Many law students come to law school with no intention of ever
practicing in the traditional sense of the word. And yet they must also
waste their tim~ in these skills training courses. This is all done in an
effort to increase the competency of lawyers and thereby increase the
public confidence in and respect for the profession. But if our goal is
to move away from serving as legal form processors to becoming,
once again, valuabie assets to the community, we are approaching the
problem in the wrong way. Emphasizing legal skills narrows our
thinking about the broader role of law in society.
"How to" skills courses are necessary. But they are only a means to
an end. They allow lawyers to perform their duties in a more efficient
manner. They are not the legal duties. The ultimate legal duty for
lawyers is to preserve order in our society, and to use creative thought
to do so. Can't you see Thomas Jefferson getting caught up on the
"how-tos" of gettin_g the Declaration of Independence signed rather
than on the content of the Declaration itself.
JB

Let.ters
Long paper
rute explained
To the Editor:

I thought that Sally Oldham
did a good job outlining the
various ways students may
meet the school's long paper requirement in her What's New
article. I would like to point
out, however, one omission
from her otherwise exhaustive
survey. Students who publish a
long student work in the
William Mitchell Law Review
may receive credit for their
long paper requirement. Moreover, students who are staff
members over the course of an
entire volume (all issues
published in an academic year)
may receive two credits.
Therefore, by completing a
long student work while a staff
member over the course of a
particular volume, a student
may receive both two credits
and satisfy the long paper requirement.
John H. Guthmann
Editor-in-Chief
Volume 6
William Mitchel
Law Review

Dear Editor,
I am writing to correct an error contained in your last issue
of the Opinion. (September,

1979). In the "What's New"
column it was stated that completion of the four credit spring
semester Trial Advocacy II
class (formerly known as Moot
Court class) would satisfy not
only the jury trial requirement,
but also the long paper requirement. Only the first part of this
statement is tru_e. While we
have in the past allowed certain
students to do additional work
on their appellate briefs to
complete the long paper requirement, this was never an
automatic policy. In addition,
because of the large numbers
of students who can be expected to take the spring
course to fulfill their jury trial
requirement, we will not be
able to properly supervise
briefs to qualify them for the
long paper requirement. Students who wish to undertake a
supplemental writing project in
conjunction with the course in
order to fulfill this requirement
should contact either Judge
Hachey or myself with their
proposal. I hope clarification
of this matter will avoid any
future misunderstanding.
Sincerely,
Professor Christine Ver
Ploeg

Editor's Nc;,te: The following
letter was written by James H.
Levy, Adjunct Professor at
William Mitchell, and was
recently pubUshed In the
American Bar Association
Journal.

Dear Sir:
I read Judge McGowan's article in the March 1979 issue
discussing the type of legal
education being furnished students in law schools at the present time. He mentions inadequate training, the complaints
of Federal judges as to · incompetent trial lawyers, and
the complaints of students
about deficiencies in the education which they are receiving.
Judge McGowan talks about
law school teaching "con
cepts". However, beginning
students take courses with
names like "Real Property",
"Contracts", "Torts", etc. If
the student gets any concepts
out of these courses, they are
concepts pertaining mainly to
the subject matter of the
course and· are only indirectly
related to the law generally.
This might have been fine at
the time Professor Langdell
started teaching by the case
method. Since then, whole new
areas of law have developed
and existing areas have been

vastly increased. The increase

continues at an increasing rate.
Such things as Federal taxation, securities law, labor law,
estate planning and many
others are so extensive and
continually develop so many
new rulings and new concepts
that it is almost impossible to
be expert in more than one
field. New fields such as en-

vironmental law, anti-discrimination law, education
law, and many others developed from minuscule- beginnings into large subjects.
· The result is that law school
courses taught by subject matter cannot possibly give the stu-

Lett ers
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SBA -President

Sue Bates
At this point in the semester,
I begin to get the feeling that
all my studying is about as futile as straightening the deck
chairs on the Titanic. I identify
well with Irving Younger's
comment about the man who
he felt had no measurable IQ.
But through all this futility the
SBA goes marching on, and it
is time again to report what we
are doing in our spare time!?
. First topic on the agenda is
the Business Organizations issue which was discussed in the
last issue of The Opinion. The
questionnaires were sent out to
the third and fourth year students regarding the need for
additional spaces. These were
tallied and delivered to administration on September 13.
I thought that you might be interested in the statistics and so
have included them:
• Number responding-63
• Number of those responding who still need to take Business Organizations as a third or
fourth year student - 60
• Of those 60 responses, the
number that had the Civil Procedure review sessions last
spring-47
• Number of Seniors responding- 8
• Number of Juniors responding- 51
• Number of students who
feel that their graduation will
be delayed if they cannot get a
section of Business Organizations this spring-29 responded yes, 4-said possibly
• Number of students who
feel that they will experience a
personal or professional hardship if Business Organizations
is not offered in the spring-52
• The order of preference
of the students in the presentation of the course:
I) An additional section
2) Enlarge presently existing
sections
3) Offer it in summer school
4) Offer it next fall.
On October 9 we received a
letter from Associate Dean
Green in response to our correspondence. I am including that
letter in its entirety. ,

Dear Ms. Bates:
In late August, and again by
your letter of September 13,
1979, you have argued the _need
for a number of third and
fourth year students to be admitted into a Business Organizations II class. Attached to
your letter of September 13
were the results of a survey
conducted by the Student Bar
Association of third and fourth
year students with respect to
the alleged need.
I have examined the results
of the survey and the presentations made by you over the last
tw-o months and have decided
that I will make available to
third and fourth year students
a total of 74 seats to be allocated among sections 1, 2, arid
3 of Business Organizations II.
The allocation wilf be as
follows:

Mr. Hoffa: To the best of my
recollection, I must recall on
my memory, I cannot remember.
Mr. Kennedy: "To the best of
my recollection, I must recall
on my memory that I canp.ot
remember," is that your
answer?
But consider where Jimmy
Hoffa is today.

The SBA would like to
thank the administration for
what we see as a fair and just
solution. We realize both the
personal and logistical problems that arose as a result of
the request and feel that everyone has been elegantly cooperative in solving the problem.
Our special thanks to Associate
Dean Green, Professor Arras-

tas, and Professor Irhig who
made the solution possible.
"To be or not to be- that is
the Food Service Question."
You are all getting frustrated,
justifiably so, but no less
frustrated that the SBA Board
is I assure you. In the face of
hunger I have been known to
have all the subtlety of a train

Bates

topages

L.au One

Section 1 - -26 seats
Section 2 - 22 seats
Section 3 - 26 seats
TOTAL
74 seats
The purpose of the allocations is to equalize the number
of students in each section so
that neither Professors Anastas
nor Ihrig, nor the students in
that section, will be placed in
the position of having an inordinarily large class. The sections will have a maximum of
107 seats. Registration for the
sections will be conducted in
the same fashion as if the third
and fourth year students were
registering for a class of limited
enrollment.
By allocating seats in each of
the three evening sections,
greater flexibility of scheduling
will be available to the thi_rd
and fourth year students; the
creation of a separate section
would, of course, be a significant limitation on flexibility.
My thanks to you and the
Student Bar Association for
your diligent efforts which
were extremely lawyer like in
character and avoided the ever
present pitfalls when a position
is asserted on a - emotional
rather than reasoned basis. We

As I See It
by Jennifer Bloom
For those of you who feel
that "I don't know" is an insufficient answer when called
upon in class, try the following
response given by Jimmy Hoffa to Robert Kennedy during
Senate Select Committee Hearings in 1957.

should join in extending our
thanks to Professors Anastas
and Ihrig who have each unhesitatingly agreed to undertake the additional responsibility and effort required by
the increase in the number of
students in their sections.
Sincerely,
Marvin J. Green
Associate Dean

There are more lawyers in
the state of Ohio than in the
entire country of Japan. China
with its one billion population
turns out only 200 lawyers per
year. Considering the fact that
Minnesota graduates about
1,000 lawyers per year, maybe
some of us should consider
relocation.

Once again Mitchell is being
plagued by a parking problem - or maybe I should say
Mitchell continues. to be
plagued by a parking problem.
But during the last three plus
years, I have met with some
situations that bother me. As
requested by administration, I

their iu.rn

•••
park on Summit Avenue rather
than park on much closer
Portland or Ashland. This I do
for two reasons: the neighbors
in the community must also
live with our parking problem,
and the administration claims
that parking on Summit is
safer. However, one and a half
weeks ago I was trying to leave
the building at about 9 p,m. I
walked down the hall past the
new bookstore to use the doors
that ·would put me in the
closest proximity to my car.
But, to my surprise, the doors
were chained shut. At 9 p.m. !
So, I had to use the doors on
Portland and walk around the
dark building to Summit Ave.
Is this safer?
I actually believe that the

better way to solve the parking
problem is to eliminate the attendance requirement. More
students would stay home and
there would be "fewer cars to
park.
Networking. Networking is a
system of making connections.
Women attempting to develop
careers are using it. Men have
used it for a long time, but they
never felt the need to organize
the system and give it a name.
So, women "network" (can it
be used as a verb?). Most of
the women getting involved in
this system have taken some
sort of organization or assertiveness training. They are attempting to share what they
have learned and are spreading
their new awareness around.
But, they warn, be careful.
There are some assertiveness
training organizations that are
not providing what they prom-

ise. Women who attend these
sessions come away no different (except perhaps a lot
poorer financially) than
before. There is now proposed
legislation that would lrive
these women a cause of action
against these training organizations. But it takes assertive
behavior to pursue a right
given by the legislature. So
how does the woman seek to
enforce the right and yet claim
that the assertiveness training
was ineffective. This situation
can be looked at in two ways:
either the training was effective, and the woman is now
assertive enough to assert her
right, or she was assertive
enough before and didn't need
the training in the first place.
Should the legislat_ure protect
people from purchases made
when they weren't needed?,

As I See It
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New federal judges profiled
Minnesota will soon have
two new federal district judges
and they are about as different
as night and day. Robert Renner is a middleaged man from
rural Walker, Minnesota, a
strong Republican, a member
of the bar since 1949 who has a
legal resume a mile long. His
credits include 20 years of
general private practice, 12
years as a state senator, 8 years
as a U.S. Attorney and 2\/i
years as a U.S. Magistrate.
Diana Murphy }VOuld probably be the first to admit that
her legal experience is
somewhat limited. But Mur:
phy, who graduated from law
school in 1974, practiced with
Lindquist & Vennum for a year
and a half, sat on the Minneapolis bench froni 1976 until
her appointment as a Hennepin
County District Court Judge in
1978, has much to bring to the
federal bench.
The following are derived
from interviews with Judges
Renner and Murphy.

from more individuals or
groups than this one."
While Murphy's approval by
the Senate is likely, her relative
lack of legal experience is
bound to raise a few eyebrows
in both the Senate and the
American Bar Association,
which reviews the qualifications of all candidates for the
federal bench. The ABA's
Standing Committee on the
Federal Judiciary has taken the
position that a candidate for
the federal bench should have
at least 12 years experience as a
judge as well as having substantial trial experience as
either a lawyer or a judge.
Murphy was admitted to the
bar only five years ago, but for
three of those five years she has
served as both a Hennepin
County Municipal and District
Court Judge.

Murphy
by Rich Ruvelson
Just a few minutes before
noon on September 19, Hennepin County District Court
Judge Diana Murphy was told
by Vice President Walter Mondale that her name would be
submitted to the Senate as a
nominee for one of Minnesota's new federal judgeships.
Murphy's name was selected
from a list of 10 persons
recommended during the summer by a Minnesota judicial
screening panel. The political
circumstances surrounding the
appointment of Murphy, a
Democrat, and U.S. Magistrate Robert Renner, a Republican, were unique. Minnesota has two Repu6Iican
senators while its leading
Democrat happens to be the
Vice President, who was in a
position to influence the
nominations.
Murphy, whose nomination
resulted from this peculiar mix
of politics and selection, sees a
problem with the merit selection process. She said the
system is removed from the
public because elected officials, accountable to the
voters, do not play as large a
role in the selection of judges
as they did under the old
system. While the selection
process was removed from the
direct control of elected politicians, politics did play a role in
Murphy's selection. And Murphy says that is not all that bad
because those people who are
politically involved are people
who care about issues and
community concerns.
"This process was unusual
because of its openness," said
Murphy. "The public was informed, anyone could notify
the commission. Never has a
·process invited rnqre input

Judge Diana Murphy

A factor that should outweigh Murphy's relative lack of
legal experience is her wide
range of involvement in both
professional and community
activities. She is a member of
the Minnesota Bar Association's Board of Governors
and is active in both_ the
Hennepin County Bar Association and the Minnesota District
Judges Association. Judge
Murphy also serves on the
boards of Amicus, St. John's
University and the Victim
Crisis Center. While a law student at the University, where
she was elected to the Order of
the Coif, Murphy was on the
Board of Operation DeNovo,
the Minnesota Civil Liberties
Union, the Urban Coalition of
Minneapolis and the Minnesota Constitutional Study
Commission and the Minneapolis Charter Commission,
which she chaired from 1974 to
1976.
Murphy was out of school
for 13 years prior to starting
law school. "Knowing how to
organize was of special value to
me," she said. Indeed, . she
maintained her family and
civic responsibilities as well as
her law school work during
that time.
As a judge, Murphy finds
that each case has something of
interest. One case in particular
was that of Pamela Simons.
She was indicted for first
degree murder for the slaying
of her mother. Murphy picked
up the case in January as the
calendar judge and finds the

interplay of legal issues in the
mental illness defense and
criminal law both interesting
and difficult to deal with.
One trial that Murphy will
not easily forget involved "the
prosecution of one of the
Minnesota Vikings on a misdemeanor charge.
''Each witness was like he
)Vas ordered up from central
casting," recalls Murphy. "It
was very dramatic."
Lately, there has been a
great deal of controversy over
the competency, or lack thereof, of the nation!s trial lawyers
A great deal of criticism has
been leveled by Chief Justice
Warren Burger. Judge Murphy's experience on the bench
provides her with a factual
basis for responding to the
Chief Justice's criticisms.
"A great many of the lawyers
I see are very skilled, well
prepared, and dedicated to do
the best job possible for their
clients. I do see some though
who unfortunately haven't
prepared as well or ar.en't
familiar with an area of the
law. This presents problems
for the judge."
Legal education, according
to Murphy, has improved a
great deal since she finished
law school. She credits this improvement to the expansion of
clinical programs.
Murphy must still face the
Senate confirmation process.
An FBI investigation, part of
the routine prior to confirmation, was recently completed.
If confirmed, she will become
Minnesota's first woman
federal district court judge.

Renner
by Sally Oldham
Robert Renner graduated
from St. John's University in
1944, spent three years in the
Army, and entered Georgetown University Law School in
January 1947. Immediately
upon his· graduation, Renner
returned to his hometown to
practice privately with Edward
L. Rogers, whom Renner described as the "only Indian
lawyer in the state at the time."
When Rogers left the firm to
become Cass County Attorney,
Renner continued his general
practice in Walker with Arthur
Peterson. Then in 1957, while
still practicing as Peterson &
Renner, he was elected to the
Minnesota legislature where he
served for seven consecutive
years.
Renner recalls that the state
legislature was much different
during those years when the
members were non-partisan
"citizen legislators," and the
monthly pay was only $200 a
month. Perhaps Renner's most
vivid memory from his days in
the legislature was towards the
end of his tenure when he succeeded in passing a pay increase for senators to $400 a
month. The vividness of the
memory sterns from the backlash of public outcry that
followed the 100% raise.

1969 marked the end of Renner's service as a state senator,
because he was appointed U.S.
Attorney in that year. Actually, Renner's appointment was
somewhat of a quirk. The first
choice for the job, Lloyd Duxbury, who was speaker of the
state house, turned it down to
go to work for Burlington
Northern. Renner was named
one of ten finalists, along with
such Republical) notables as
Joe O'Neill and Gary Flakne.
(Although Minnesota had two
DFL U.S. Senators at the time,
President Nixon was in office.)
Renner surfaced as the nominee and was easily confirmed
by the U.S. Senate.
Listening to Renner's descriptions of cases he prosecuted as U.S. Attorney, it is
obvious that he enjoyed that
part of his career more than
any other. Many people will
remember the "Minnesota
Eight" trials in which persons
protesting America's involvement in the Viet Nam war were
prosecuted .for breaking into
Selective Service System offices
to destroy draft records. While
Renner explains that there was
"no great law made" in the
case, he admits that the trials
had immense "political overtones, especially since the
defense was politically-oriented." Renner also adds that
although he "disagreed with
the Viet Nam war long before
it became popular," he had
"taken an oath to uphold the
law."
Another case which was important to Renner for different
reasons was the prosecution of
Dr. C. Walton Lillehei, then
head of heart surgery at the
University of Minnesota Hospital. Besides being a "very
tough case" that lasted five
weeks, Renner takes pride in
the fact that his office was
"willing to tackle people of
stature with reputation and
money."
Perhaps the case for which
U.S. Attorney Renner is most
remembered is the Leech Lake
hunting and fishing case. The
suit was originally brought by
the Chippewa tribe, and the
U.S. government joined in the
action a year later. The case is
memorable not only for the
legal principles which it
established but also because of
the tides of emotion which it
generated and which have not
yet completely subsided,
according to Renner. Although
the case ostensibly involved the
interpretation of treaties with
the Indians, the gut issue - and
it was a highly political
one-was whether Indian law
or state law regulating hunting
and fishing rights would control on the reservations. The
Indians claimed that their
rights were in the nature of
property rights, and that they
were aboriginal or inherent.
They also wanted exclusive
right since most reservation
land is owned by whites, and
the rights would therefore inure not to the benefit of the
tribe but to the white owners of
the land. In the face of this, the

state argued that these rights
had not been specifically
reserved in the treaties with the
Indians.
U.S. Attorney Renner reasoned that the treaties should
be construed in favor of the Indians and the federai court
agreed. Following a district
court ruling that the tribe had
inherent but not exclusive
rights to hunting and fishing
on the reservation, both sides
appealed to the eighth circuit.
While the appeal Was pending,
an agreement was reached providing that state law would be
enforced against whites who
wished to use the land and that
Indian rules would control Indian use. It was further agreed
that persons who wanted to
hunt and fish on reservation
lands would pay an additional
license fee that would go to the
tribe. Not only has the agreement proved to be an economic
plus for the area, but it has led
tribe members and area locals
to work together on a common
goal- preservation of the
reservation land for hunting
and fishing. To this day Renner is still pleased with the outcome of the case, saying that
one day the policy will be
observed t_o be the "best thing
that could have happened to
the area." But not everyone
agrees with Renner. "I made a
lot of enemies in the northern
part of the state. A lot of people still intensely dislike me."
Another case that Renner
tried as U.S. Attorney which
has had lasting legal impact
was the Voyageur National
Park case which established the
supremacy of federal jurisdiction over state jurisdiction on
federally owned lands. Renner
won the case before a federal
magistrate in Internjl.tional
Falls whose decision was
upheld by the federal district
and circuit courts. The U.S.
Supreme Court denied certiorari.
The first case that Judge
Renner heard upon his appointment by the district court
to federal magistrate in June
1977 was a three week antitrust jury trial against Western
Airlines. However, a ruling
from the Eighth Circuit remanded the case to Renner directing that the case be heard in
a bench trial; that federal magistrates did not have the
authority to hear jury trials.
Although from the first, it
was "obvious" to Renner that
jurisdiction of federal magistrates was going to be increased, "Congress is still struggling
with the question. Magistrates
are typically described as the
municipal court judges of federal courts. Actually, they are
charged with conducting pretrials of civil cases and with
handling federal misdemeanors. If the parties in a
civil action so stipulate, the
case can be tried to a magistrate. Congress is presently
divided as to whether magis-
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School News
Client Counseling to organize
This year's topic is "Counseling Widows and Widowers."
The date of the intraschool
competition is tentatively
scheduled for Saturday,
February 9. The regional competition will be held on March
8 at an undetermined location,
and the national competition
will be held on March 28 and
29 at the Walter F. George
School of Law of Mercer
University in Macon, Georgia.
The Client Counseling
Board consists of ·Ruth Ann
McCaleb, President, Elizabeth
Hoene and Jody Bettenburg,
Vice-Presidents, and board
members Betsy delaVega;
Maryon Hayes, Lynn Anderson, Judy Lyon, and Naomi
Perman. Professor Mel
Goldberg is the faculty advisor.

SBA meeting.

An org~tional meeting
for students interested in par_ti ci pat i ng in .the Client
Counseling Competition will
be held October 23 at 8:30
P.M. All students are invited
to attend. It -is not necessary to
have a partner at this time. If
you are unable to attend, contact one of the board members.
The Client Counseling
Board recently decided to
allow first year students to par-.
ticipate in the competition.
However, they are urged to
consider the possible complexity of the problem and the
benefit that inay be gained by
first participating as "clients"
before doing so. First year students will still be used as clients
in practice sessions. A later
meeting will be scheduled for
those who want to be clients.

Bates
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wreck and consequently have
pursued all avenues to attempt
to speed up the process. The
problem seems to center on the
unpredictable delivery of
equipment and code regulation
reiremeyits. There is no premeditated plan to put the
students in a weakened physical state before exams and
every effort is being made by
those involved to deliver the
service as quickly as possible.
As of October I.st, I learned the
hard way not to predict deadlines, so I will simply ask for
vour continued oatience.
The committee appointed to
work on the Registration Lottery changes made their final
recommendation to the full
Board last Tuesday regarding
botht he overall revamping of
the Registration Lottery, which
would take effect next fall, and
a remedial plan that would be
put into effect this spring in an
attempt to seed people who
had been disadvantaged by the
present system without affecting, to any great extent, the existing lottery. The overall
change for the fall would base
lottery positions on categories
of number of credits earned
and closeness to graduation as
contrasted to the present,
somewhat arbitrary, placement
by year in school. Bob Birnbaum, Bob Groth, and the other members of the committee
have given an incredible number of hours in developing the
proposal. It will now be
. brought to the administration
with hopes that they will give it
serious consideration. If you
are interested in the specifics of
the proposal stop by the SBA
office. Julie will give you a
copy.
By the way, Julie, the "new"
Used Bookstore, and the SBA
office have all moved. We are
the first door on the right as
you head down the hall toward
the law clinic offices. We invite
you to take a look at the new
facilities and help yourself to a

cup of coffee and a cookie at
the GRAND OPENING. This
will be during the regular Used
Book Store hours during the
week of October 22. It's about
time to start buying commercial outlines and old tests anyway so come and see us.
The Faculty Roast and Talent Show continues to develop
steam and looks as if it may actually become a reality. Present
plans are to have the show in
November. Rumor has it that
there are already at least 8
Faculty Acts. It is surprising
how much hioden talent there
is among our faculty! (That
didn't come out sounding quite
right!) Along with the talent, a
good natured shot or two will
be taken at the legal profession. Beyond that, the format
and location is not yet definite.
Please watch for signs and
docket notices as it will probably be necessary to have advance ticket sales as a predictor
of how much audience space
will be needed. We will plan on
following the program with a
party so that you will have the
opportunity to meet the cast
and get autographs.
As of the SBA Meeting on
October 9th, the full Board is
now seated. Keith Kerfeldran
ran the first year elections and
did a fine job. First Year Reps
are Joan Lucas, Bob Price,
Peter Dahlen, and Garyt Dahl.
We also have a new second
year rep: Kathleen Picotte. .

the education committee, are
actively p\lrsuing several issues
including the constitutional implications of the Bar Exam Application, the speaker's program, and minority recruitment. Rich Ruvelson and Peg
Rheims cooperated in planning
a Saturday Seminar related to
job seeking. It had a fine turnout. Rob Plunkett, chairman
of the social committee, has
been responsible for organizing

the Blood Drive anct got· approximately 80 volunteers.
That's a lot of blood! He also
planned the Fall Smoker which
drew more students than any in
recent memory- estimates ran
between 500 and 700 people.
Many of the faculty, staff, .and
administrative people came
which added to the success of
the eyening.
FLASH! BULLETIN!
Don't ever let it be said that the
SBA doesn't try to deal with
every facet of student life at
WMCL. We have available for
the first 14 people who come
into the SBA office and ask for
them 2-for-l VIP tickets for a
roller skating rink. The ticket is
good for any Thursday (which
is adult night at the rink)
before Nov. 31. How's that for
saving the best until last!

LSD meets
in Grand Forks
Grand Forks, North Dakota
obviously isn't one of those 10
cities you most want to see; but
the people of North Dakota
make up for that.
This year's Law Student Division Fall Round Table will be
held in Grand Forks on Oct.
26, 27, and 28. The scheduled
program is well planned with
many highlights. Workshops
are scheduled for LAS representatives, Women's Caucus
coordinators, SBA presidents,
and others.
Excellent speakers will be
presenting various aspects of
the program. Dean Burton is
one of the featured speakers.
Representative Patti Bartlett
is planning to drive a carload
of WMCL students to the
meeting. Expenses will be
minimal. Those who desire to
attend should contact her immediately by leaving a written
message in the Used Bookstore, the Main Office, or by
telephoning her.

Talent show postponed
but contestants practice on

Reproductive
rights seminar

Blood runs
at Mitchell

A program on reproductive
rights will be c<>-sponsored by
the Twin Cities Chapter, National Lawyers Guild and the
William Mitchel Women's Law
Caucus in celebration of Abortion Rights Action Week on
Tuesday, October 23, at 8:30 in
Room 225. The program will
feature Betty Benjamin from
the Abortion Rights Council
and Nancy Cole from the
Reproductive Rights Subcommittee of the Lawyers Guild.

Last Monday William Mitchell students set a school
record for this decade for
blood donated to the American
Red Cross. Over 80 units were
collected by the Bloodmobile
and deposited at the Si. Pahl
headquarters. This total is particularly welcome in view of
the Red Cross' acute need for
blood on that day. Greg Guettler from the Red Cross (and
the SBA) wishes to thank those
who took time to. donate.
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Sixth graders learn
law a la Becker
by Tim Hassett
The format was the sametwo hours of class, the Socratic
give-and-take and a little lecture. The subject matter was
the same, although much
broader with both the criminal
and civil law covered.
But there the similarities
ended in a law class taught last
year by Professor Bernie Becker to a group of sixth and seventh grade students in Forest
Lake, Minnesota.
Becker and his wife Carole
volunteered their services·· to
OMNIBUS, a program designed to provide gifted elementary
students with enrichment in the
humanities, arts and sciences.
They have alternated. Last
year, he taught the law class;
this year she is teaching a music
class.
The law class placed Becker,
a gruff-voiced, Bronx, N.Y.,
native together wtih an intelligent group of 12 elementary students from the suburban Twin Cities. And the result
was successful, to a degree,
Becker said.

by Ruth McCaleb
What is it like being a
woman trial lawyer?
"Great!"
"Trial work offers an opportunity to tum stereotypes
around and use them to your
advantage."
"The reality was much better
than the expectations we had
while in law school."

Professor Becker

He encouraged them to apply the legal principles they
learned to everyday situations.
Meanwhile, the students posed
questions on the state's motorcycle helmet law and the principal's rule prohibiting talking
during the first ten minutes of
lunch. ·somewhere along the
way, these two interests met
and, according ·10 Becker, the
students began to see the need
for a
of orderliness and a
system of procedure.
The students' main concern
was the criminal law. Especially of interest were the helmet
law, other traffic laws, and the
limits of a· policeman's power.
Becker discussed with them the
varying seriousness of crimes
and also brought in Professor
Phoebe Haugen.
~I wanted them · to meet a
woman in the system, a woman
prosecutof, face to face,"
Becker said.
Although no grades or tests
were given, Becker did assign
George Bernard Shaw's Saint
Joan as fuel for a discussion on
the nature of trials. And the
civil law was addressed using
the example of a lemonade
stand owner in debt.
The reasonableness of the
principal's "eat first, talk later"
rule was also examined, and
the rulemaker visited the class
to explain his rationale. That
session, according to Becker,
lasted the full two hours.
Becker's teaching style
varied little from what he
employs here. "Lots of hypos,"
he said. However, with the exceptions of the session with the
principal, the two hour format
proved a bit too long.
"They ran out of steam. I
had to lecture," Becker said.
He compared the last hour
of class to the 9:30 to 10:30
p.m. session here. They both
"test the mettle of a teacher,''.
Becker said.
Becker's purpose in teaching
the class was not only to provide an overview of the law.
"Kids get- a lot of information from the T. V. I wanted to .
put them in a position to question the things they see on
T. V.; to be aware there are a
set of limits that apply to all of
us in the same ways.
"It was a lot of fun. Most of
them had a lot to say. I tried to
get them to channel what they
say into a relevant area," he
said. "I had to bring them back
a few times."

sense

Freed
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Lynch. On September 7, Freed
dropped the action. That same
day, Burton agreed to readmit
Freed next spring semester.
Stine refused to discuss the
matter, referring questions to
Burton. Burton, ill since last
Friday, could not be reached.
Dean Marvin Green declined to
discuss "school policy.. as it
relates to a particular student."
Freed's dispute with· the
school centers on interpretation of school policy and the
meaning of the phrase "school
year." That policy provides
that "a student whose average
for the hours of work completed in any school year is
below 71 will be dismissed
unless he or she qualifies for
probation ... " Probation requires an average of ~9, Freed's
average was 67 but he only
completed one semester.
Therefore, since he did not
complete the "school year" he
feels the policy cannot be applied to him.
On this theory, Freed contends that he should never have
been dismissed. In addition,
Stine's assurances last summer
that he was a student "in good
standing" estops the school
from asserting its policy. "All I
wanted was to go back to
school," Freed said recently. "I
wasn't seeking money damages."
The suit never went to trial
and Burton has told Freed he
can return.
But, after $1400 in legal fees,
a marriage that has changed
due to all of this and a fear of
retaliation, Freed now questions his future in the law. He
also says his treatment by the
administration was "in
humane" and callous.
So F:reed is not so sure he
wants to return. But he has yet
to make that decision.

Women lawyers
share experiences

These are a few of the comments made at a forum on
women trial lawyers held at
William Mitchell on September
25. The attorneys who spoke
were Linda Miller of Oaks &
Miller, Marcy Wallace of
Maslon, Kaplan, Edelman,
Borman, Brand & McNulty,
and Cara Lee Neville of the
Hennepin County Public Defenders Office.
Law school and law-related
jobs provide few opportunities
to learn from or work with
women lawyers. In an attempt
to remedy that situation and
allow law students to both hear
from and question women lawyers, the student chapter of the
Minnesota Trial Lawyers
Association sponsored the
forum.
The result was an interesting
evening full of insight and information. Miller, Wallace,
and Neville represent a broad
range of the practicing bar,
and the inevitable differences
as . well as similarities were
discussed. They dealt with
several issues that face women
in criminal and civil practice,
private and governmental practice, and in large and small
firms.
Linda Miller is a partner in
the St. Paul firm of Oaks &
Miller as well as a part-time
Ramsey County Public Defender. Her firm, while once
concentrating primarily on
family law and sex-based
discrimination, has expanded
to a more varied general practice. She noted that, when
practicing in a small firm or
opening your own office,
where and how to get clients is
an important consideration.
"Women lawyers get clients
just like men do-from referrals, friends, and their involvement in community organizations," according to Miller.
However, they also get many
clients who are looking
specifically for a woman
lawyer for a variety of reasons.
Of course, a woman attorney
draws a significant number of
women clients who feel that
she can better understand their
problems. Women's organizations will often refer their
members to women attorneys
in an effort to find a "greater
advocate for women."
Miller noted that there are
other reasons why a client will
see~ a woman lawyer. Often
clients who were discouraged
with the performance of a past
attorney will switch to a
woman simply because inost
attorneys that they have had
experience With were men.

Cara Lee Neville,

Also, women are often called
on to defend- criminal cases
such as assault on the theory
that a "woman beside you
looks good in the courtroom."
In addition, Miller stressed
that women lawyers get many
"normal" clients who don't
care whether their attorney is a
man or a woman.
Marcy Wallace is a partner
in the Minneapolis furn of
Maslon, Kaplan, Edelman,
Borman; Brand & McNulty. It
is a medium sized furn with a
commercial practice. In such a
practice, Wallace said that you
spend a great deal of time
"discovering" as opposed to
working in the courtroom.
Wallace feels that -one advantage that she has as a
woman trial lawyer ·is that
everyone, including witnesses
underestimates her. As a result
they are often careless and not
fully prepared. She noted that
especially in cases dealing with
complex mechanical issues, opposing attorneys and witnesses
have made serious errors by
assuming ignorance on her
part.

Linda Miller,

Wallace noted that while
there are an increasing number
of women attorneys, there has
been little change in the
number of women in the power
structure of large firms. As a
result, there is a lack of female
role models for young lawyers.
She said, "You learn as a
woman trial lawyer that you
are even more alone than a
man. Every woman lawyer has
to learn her own way of doing
things with few opportunities

Marcy Wallace,

to watch other women in the
. law." However, she stressed
that all seeming disadvantages
can be turned around and used
as advantages.
Cara Lee Neville is a Hennepin County Public Defender.
She previously practiced
criminal law from the prosecution side. She feels that working for the government provides the best possible experience for criminal trial
work.
Neville - feels there is no
disadvantage in being a woman
in the law because any prejudices or stereotyped attitudes
that are encountered can be
turned around. One big advantage, . she said, is that "you
always have their attention."
She has found thtlt if you treat
other attorneys profe.ssionally,
they will treat you the same.
Neville also addressed the
issue, raised by a student during the forum, of having a legal
career and
family life. She
-said that questions in that area
should be directed equally to
men and women. If responsibilities for home life and children are shared, Neville feels
no problems should appear
that are uniquely women's
problems.
All three attorneys said that
while in law school, they anticipated greater problems as
women in the law than they actually encountered. They
stressed that being a trial
lawyer is hard work but extremely rewarding.

a

New opinons are always
suspected and usually opposed without any other
reason but because they are
not already common.
John Locke,
Essay Concerning
Human Uvderstanding

He ·who would distin·guish the true from the false
must have an adequate idea
of what is true and false.
Baruch Spinoza,
Ethics pt. II
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Clerk's-eye view of stadium conf Iict
by Rick Koep
September 10, 1979 saw the
start of the Dome Stadium trial
in Ramsey County District
Court. The presiding judge was
the Honorable Warren A. Saetre from Thief River Falls.
Judge Saetre was appointed by
the Supreme Court to preside
at this coritroversial trial in an
effort to remove the Minneapolis versus Saint Paul aura.
Procedurally, the case had
initially been commenced in
Hennepin County by Plaintiffs
Coleman, et al. Shortly thereafter, the Metropolitan Council commenced an action in
Ramsey County. Upon the motion of the Council, the two
suits were consolidated for trial
in Ramsey County District
Court.
Both suits were brought under the Uniform Declaratory
Judgment Act, Minn. Stat.
S555.01 et seq. In essence,
Coleman sought an order of
the court declaring that the actions of the Council and the
Metropolitan Sports Facilities
Commission violated the
statutory scheme enacted by
the Minnesota Legislature for
the construction of a multipurpose sports facility.
The Council, on the other
hand, sought an order of the
court dedaring_that the actions
of the Council were within the
legislative strictures.
On Thursday,_ September 6,
1979 the court held an open
pre-trial conference. Many motions and cross-motions were
presented for the court's consideration.
Defendant Piper, Jaffray &
Hopwood, Inc., the bond underwriter, filed a motion for
dismissal or summary judgment. The court, finding no
justifiable controversy between

Piper and the other parties,
granted the motion and dismissed Piper without prejudice.
The City of Minneapolis was
allowed to intervene as a defendant. A similar motion, by
the Gay Survival Fund, was
denied.
In addition to various other
housekeeping matters, the
court took under advisement
motions by the Council and
Commission for summary
judgment. At the first day of
trial, the court informed the
participants that he viewed his
role as that of a referee_Jor the
Supreme Court, and as such "it
would be· presumptious" to
grant summary judgment. The
court was particularly concerned with developing a thorough
record for. the anticipated
review by the Supreme Court.
During the course of trial,
the judge made valiant efforts
to receive as much of the proffered evidence of the parties as
possible. The judge noted that
the case in all likelihood would
be appealed. While receiving
most of the offered evidence,
the judge made it clear that his
decision would be based only
on evidence he viewed as admissible under the Rules of
Evidence. Judge Saetre's decision to receive most of the
evidence was also based on the
fact that as an action in equity
there was no jury to be influenced by prejudicial material.
The main combatants in the
trial were B. C. Hart of the
Briggs and Morgan law firm
and William S. Rosen of the
law firm of Rosen, Kaplan and
Ballenthin. They proved to be
fiesty opponents.
Hart opened the trial with a
motion to the court that anticipated parol and irrelevant
evidence would be offered by

. Colem.a nln an attempt to alter
·' existing contra"cts relating to
the proposed dome stadium
and this evidence should not be
received into evidence. This
objection was noted by the
court and oft repeated during
the trial.
Hart contended that negotiations of the Council and
Commission between third
parties for the construction of
the dome, which resulted in
signed contracts, could not be
used to modify the resultant
contracts.
- Rosen countered this argument by asserting that the
evidence which would otherwise be considered parol
evidence was not offered to
modify the written contracts.
He said it was offered only to
show that the agencies' actions
were capricious, arbitrary, or
otherwise contrary to statute.
Rose, in his opening statement, alleged the evidence
would show that the National
Football League agreement <Jid
not constitute a guarantee of a
franchise in the Twin Cities
(Minn. Stat. S473.581, subd. e
requires the football major
'
league to guarantee the continuance of a franchise for 30
years or the term of the longest
term bond); the General Mills
television black-out agreement
which provided for a $1.5 million slush fund was insufficient
to purchase the tickets between
90 and 100 per cent of capacity
not sold 72 hours before the
NFL games which, if not sold,
would mean no local telecast
(Minn. Stat. S473.568 provides, in essence, that a game
played in the facility where
90 % of the tickets available for
sale 72 hours prior to the start
of the game are sold, then the
game must be telecast locally);
the bond issuance would exceed the $55 million statutory.

NPI provides quality continuing legal e_ducation tor attorneys.
Our live seminars, videotapes, audiotapes, and written materials
have earned a reputation for superior content and excellent
presentation.

Rosen called Senators Ashbach and Coleman as witnesses. Hart successfully blocked
Rosen's efforts to show the
legislative history or intent
behind the stadium legislation
citing the Minnesota Senate's
own rules preventing a senator
from testifying in court on
such matters.
Rosen attempted to qualify
Senator Ashbach as an expert
witness on construction methods. Senator Ashbach had an
extensive background in bridge
and road construction. Hart's
cross examination was effective in minimizing Ashbach's
testimony by showing that he
had made a very superficial inquiry into the dome construction· agreement. In addition,
Senator Ashbach's construction experience did not involve
stadiums.

It should be noted that Coleman also challenged the constitutionality of the stadium
hotel and liquor tax in Minneapolis. Rosen called Robert
Short, erstwhile U.S. Senatorial candidate and hotel entrepreneur, who testified that if
the hotel owners had a choice
between a stadium and a hotel
and liquor tax, and no stadium

At the close of the testimony, the counsel waived a
summation (during _the course
of the trial the counsel were
sufficiently argumentative, so
that the loss of the summation
was
of no
strategic
importance). Judge Saetre
took the case under advisement
with a schedule set out for
briefs to be submitted.
On September 24, Judge
Saetre issued his order declaring the Council and Com.mission acted '-within the statutory
limitations. However, the
Judge did limit the issuance of
the bonds to $55 million · as
required by Minn. Stat.
S473.581. He also held the
stadium scheme was not unconstitutional.
After various procedural
ploys, the issues, as Judge
Saetre believed they eventually
would be, are now before the
Supreme Court.

Coleman et al. decided not
to appeal Judge Saetre's decision to the Supreme Court. Instead, stadium opponents attacked the legality of bond purchases by national banks. This
strategy also failed. The only
possible challenge remaining is
Senator Davies' attempt to su~
mit the issue to Minneapolis
voters.

Editor's Note: Rick Koep is a
fourth year Mitchell student

who acted as Clerk of Court
during the Dome trial.

Many lawyers have joined NPl's membership program. As
members, they receive:
• 15% discount on seminar tuition, ·audiotapes, videotapes, and
publications;
• priority registration at NPI seminars;
• complimentary subscription to Update, the national CLE
newspaper.

NPI is the second largest national sponsor of continuing legal
education seminars. This year, 260 seminars will be held in 30
states.

*What can NPI do for you now?
~

NPI: 612-338~1977

During the course of the
trial, the court attempted to expedite the reception of evidence by encouraging the
counsel to stipulate to facts.
This proved difficult. However, over the continuing objection of the Council that
Coleman was introducing
parol and irrelevant evidence,
the court did receive a large
amount of evidence.

and no tax, they would choose
the latter. Short also testified
that the tax would have a
significant adverse impact on
the profits realized by the
Minneapolis hotel industry due
to the regional competition of
that industry for business.

Minnesota lawyers, along with lawyers in 8 other states, are
required to take 45 credits of continuing legal education every
three years to retain their licenses to practice law.

Our faculty speaks for itself: Irving Younger, Jesse Choper, Yale
Kamisar, John Moye, Laurence Tribe, Phillip Areeda, F. Lee
Bailey, A. James Casner, William Hawkland, Louis Loss, David
Herwitz, plus many others. No one else in our field consistently
offers speakers of this caliber.
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cost limitation set out in Minn .
Stat. S473.581; and, the Twins
lease was too indefinite to
quality under the statute because of the discretion of the
Twins retained in potentially
ending· the lease prematurely.

As a law student, you may attend our seminars at a greatly
reduced cost on a space available basis. Please call to check on
space avai,lability.

National Practice Institute
Continuing Legal Education
861 West Butler Square • Mpls.
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Inquiry
Student explores Islamic Law
By Doug Hooper

Most Americans believe that
civilization sailed on a steady
course from Mesopotamia to
Greece, Rome, Western
Europe, England, and across
the Atlantic to drop anchor off
Plymouth Rock in 1620. This
view is based on a sense of
cultural superiority and is not
one that will help us solve the
complex problems of the world
today.
If comparative socio- political thought is in its infancy,
comparative jurisprudence has
been stillborn. Least understood of the three great systems
of jurisprudence is Islamic
Law. Islam is the world's
youngest universal faith. It
began in the Arabian peninsula
in the 7th century A.D. and
spread as far as Morocco in the
West and Malaysia in the East.Today there are over 750
million Muslims compared to
about 950 million Christians.
At present Islam is rediscovering its spiritual roots and
political power. Witness the
events in Iran and Afganistan.
Along with this political
revival comes a renewed interest in the Holy Law of Islam
or the Shari'ah ("the road to
the watering place," Le., the
good path). The Shari'ah has
long been the iaw of the land of
Saudia Arabia, one of our
most important allies. Recently
Pakistan added elements of the
Shari'ah to its civil and
criminal codes. Kuwait, another oil-rich nation is adopting a
revised version. Even in Egypt
there is strong debate concerning the return to traditional
ways. In growing numbers
Muslim countries are rejecting
W estem-style secularism and
returning to a mode of life they
feelis better suited to their
heritage.
We as Law students would
do well to investigate Islamic
Law. The Shari'ah, which we
would be led to believe calls for
the mutilation of criminals and
the oppression of women, is in
fact a sophisticated system of
jurisprudence that summarizes
1400 years of experience and
constantly adapts to new circumstances. Islamic Law began historically with the
Prophet Muhammad sitting as

judge in the city of alMedinah. To a Muslim, there
is no historical background to
the Law because what came
before was a "period of ignorance" or Jahiliyya. NonMuslim authorities would say
that Islamic Law has been
derived from many sources.
Beduin ideals of honor and
lineage can be seen in Islamic
Law. Mecca, the Holiest city in
Islam was a trading center at
the time of the Muhammad,
thereby contributing commercial aspects of the Law.
Agrarian reform could be
traced to the oasis town of alMedinah, the city to which
Muhammad fled after being
driven from Mecca. Elements
of Roman provincial Law and
Jewish Law can also be observed in the Shari'ah. As Islam
spread east and west the
customary law of the conquered territories also came to
be incorporated.
What then is the essence of
Islamic Law? Abu Hanifa, the
founder of one of the four orthodox schools of Islamic jurisprudence, states that it is
"the soul's cognizance of its
rights and obligations." More
technically, the Holy Law of
Islam is based on the Quran
and the precedents of the
Prophet Muhammad, his companions, and his accredited
successors, as established and
interpreted by the concensus of
the community of Islam. ·
The Quran is the Holy Book
of Islam revealed to the Prophet Muhammad beginning in
610 A.D. It contains 114 chapters and is about as long as the
New Testament. To a Muslim,
it is the unquestioned word of
God. It deals with all aspects of
human interaction from the
hereafter to adultery. In the
Quran, it states, "and now we
have set you upon the right
path (Shari'ah). Follow it and
do not yield to the lust of ignorant men."
The precedents of the
Prophet and his companions
are the next step in the hierarchy of legal norms if no answer
can be found in the Quran.
During his lifetime the actions
of the Prophet were carefully
scrutinized and recorded in
"traditions" or hadiths. To be
valid, a hadith must have an

unbroken chain of recognized
transmitters. A typical hadith
would go as follows:

The · Messenger of God,
peace and blessings be upon
him, has said "My people
will not agree in error. "
This particular hadith brings us
to the third component of
Islamic Law: concensus.
If no precedent can be found
in the Quran or the traditions,
the concensus of the Islamic
community can provide a solution. Concensus can take two
forms, either concensus of the
community as a whole, which
was much easier in the early
clecades of Islam, or the concensus of religious scholars.
These religious leaders use the
Quran and the traditions as a
constitution and act as
trustees.

In default of the first three
sources of the Law, Quran,
traditions, and concensus,
which depend more or less on
revealed sources, and are
therefore infallible, resort must
be had to analogical deduction,
which is a human creation and
liable to be erroneous. This
method of finding solutions to
legal questions is nonetheless
based on a solid hadith.
Muadh was sent by the Prophet to administer the province of
Yemen. Muhammad knew that
there were no trained judges in
the area, so he asked Muadh
how he would decide the cases
that were brought before him.
"On the book of God," Muadh
replied. "But supposing that
there is nothing therein to help
you?" Then, said Muadh, "I
will judge by the Sunnah
(traditions) of the Prophet."
"But supposing that there is
nothing there either to help
you?" "Then I will follow my
own reason," Muadh replied.
There are four orthodox
schools of Islamic jurisprudence. It must be emphasized
that these are not "sects" but
"schools" that are seen to be of
equal validity. They differ
mainly over the fine points of
the law having to do with the
strength of certain traditions
and the use of analogy. In
general, the later schools (9th
cent. A.O.) tended to take a
more conservative stance, _rely-

ing more on traditions and less
on analogical deduction.
Almost 90% of all Muslims
follow these orthodox schools.
The remainder are of the
Shi'ah branch of Islam. The
Shi'ites accept all of the basic
views of orthodox Islam but
differ over the succession of
the Prophet and reject
analogical deduction as "innovation."
Under Western law; a thing
is either legal or illegal. To
Muslim jurists there are five
classes of actions. A thing can
be "strictly forbidden" such as
pork or usury or "strictly enjoined" as is fasting during the
month of Ramadan. - Between
these two extremes behavior
can be "recommended" such
any additional prayer after the five daily prayers, or "objectionable," as are certain types
of fish. Further, between the
"recommended" and the "objectionable" lies the category of
behavior to which the law is
"indifferent." All activities that
do not fall within the first four
groups are encompassed within
the last, as is traveling by
airplane.

as

Islamic Law need not be enforceable to be binding. The
Law has permanent validity
regardless of time or place.
Whether a Muslim is in Muslim
territory (Dar al-Islam) or nonMuslim territory (Dar
al-Harb), the law still applies.
The Shari'ah applies only
marginally to non-Muslims
residing in Islamic areas. They
are usually free to retain their
own systems of justice as long
as they do not interfere with
Muslim practices.

Underlying Muslim Law is
the principle of sincerity and
good faith. Mere outward action is not enough. The desire
to act in a right manner must
be present. Relaxation of strict
laws is permissible under certain circumstances. If a
Muslim is threatened with
death or extreme peril he may
do things that otherwise would
be strictly prohibited, such as
eating pork. Or if a believer
should be unable to fast during
Ramadan, there would be no
offense committed. This principle of "moderation" strikes a
balance between the commands of the Law and the
believers' ability to carry tJ'lern
out.
One problem in Islamic jurisprudence has been "imitation." This is due to the fact
that legal authority has been
diluted since the days of the
Prophet Muhammad. Each
succeeding generation of
jurists was seen to have less
authority than the ones who
came before them. Another
aspect of the Shari'ab that
troubles outsiders is the seeming Medieval harshness.
Muslim jurists contend that
severed hands and floggings
are no more typical of Islamic
Law than extra tought state
drug laws are representative of
American legal tradition. They
state that the threat is more
severe than the reality.
In the final analysis, whether
we agree with it or not, the
West can no longer afford to
ignore the practices and beliefs
of almost one-sixth of the
human race. It is timeto drop
the stale notion of superiority
and take an objective look at
other cultures that have a great
deal to offer.
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Terminal Jurisprudence
william mitchell book store
by Russe lJ.

Ba ker

Toss a beer can out of any
college dormitory in America
and chances are you will hit
somebody struggling to get into law school. There has been a
sad falling off here. A few
years ago, when its highest
aspiration was to hold the dean
for ransom, youth looked as if
it might grow up to amount to
something. Instead, it wants to
be .. .lawyers.
If all the students now
dreaming of law school
manage to get in, the country
will suffer a plague of lawyers
by 1984. We already have at
least 10 times as many lawyers
as any rational society can
tolerate, which doubtless ac- ·
counts for the triump of irrationality in American life.
Unless something is done to
keep this present batch of students out of Blackstone, the
nation will probably expire of
terminal jurisprudence before
the tum of the century.

Unless, of course, it expires
of terminal communication
first. This may · be an even
livelier menace, since most students who don't . want to be
lawyers are now in journalism
schools. The romantic examples of Bob Woodward and
Carl Bernstein are commonly
blamed for the campus journalism-school binge. What accounts for the run on the law
schools is hard to say. Most of
the rascals undone by Woodward and Bernstein in the
Watergate business were
lawyers, but nobody has suggested that hordes of young
people have been lured to the
law by the example of its great
criminal potential.
My guess is that they are acting in self-defense. The complexity of almost everything
nowadays is such that only a
lawyer has a chance of waking
up in the morning and getting
to the bathtub without infracting half a dozen laws for
which he can be fined or jailed,
or possibly both, by a prosecutor of middling competence.
This compiexity is iargeiy ihe
creation of lawyers, who, after
all, make, interpret and enforce the laws. True, they are
only responding to complex
problems created by a complex
society, but their creations tend
to be the sort that only a lawyer
can understand.
Even lawyers can't understand a lot of them. One
lawyers says it means this, and
one lawyer says it means that.
And then the court, which is
also lawyers, says Lawyer A
had it right. With the result
that Lawyer B appeals to
another court, which is also
lawyers, which says that the
first court had it wrong.
So Lawyer B appeals to the
Supreme Court, which is also
lawyers, and they divide on
which understanding is correct,
but agree to let the guess of the

majority prevail. And then
some new lawyers move onto
the Supreme Court, and everything is reversed once more.

• 875 summit avenue
• st. poul. minnesoto 55105

• (612) 227-5328
Meantime, years pass, parties to the original offense die,
forget what they say, go maci
waiting for a conclusion that
never comes, go bankrupt paying lawyers to keep up the good
fight to decide the meaning of
law written by lawyers. We are
not talking only of celebrated
cases. The law's passion for
incomprehensibility takes its
toll of great and small alike, as
will soon become apparent to
millions trying to make sense
of their income-tax returns.
The l;twyer's n;i.ture is to
make things more complicated.
If you think it's simple, he will
smile and show you it's complex. Admit it's complex, and
he will smile and show you it's
incomprehensible.
The masses ot students quarreling for the right to law
degrees are already inventing
new agonies. They are now hiring lawyers to det.:rrnine who
has the right to get into law
school and have already
created a famous case in which
the Supreme Court-lawyers-will soon decide whether
a black student with fewer A's
in his dossier than a white student ought to get preference at
the admission's office.
Here is a typical instance of
lawyers seizing happily on the
most complicated of all possible ways for dealing with a simple problem. The real question
is not who should enjoy the
privilege of a legal education.
Legal education should no
longer be a privilege for the
few. American law has made
human existence so difficult
that every citizen now requires
a legal ¢ucation for survival.
The solution? Easy. Start
making law part of the basic
public school curriculum, right
along with reading, writing and
arithmetic. By the eighth
grade, the average student
should know how to read an
insurance policy, write a
special exemption for himself
into the Internal Revenue
Code, and master enough
arithmetic to see that by staying in high school to get his law
degree he will be able to save.
himself a fortune in lawyers'
fees before he is 40 years old.
c1977 by the New York Times
Company
Reprinted with permission.

New opinons are always
suspected and usually opposed without any other
reason but because they are
not already common.
John Locke,
Essay Concerning
Human Understanding

• • •

CWhethe1t you a/le a 1gt yea/l gtudent
oil an e~pelllettced pllactition~fl it nevefl chattgeg.
The William Mitchell Book Store is a private
business operating under a license from the
Board of Trustees. In the past five years, over
$60,000 in bookstore profits have been paid to
the college and thereby made available to the
Student Scholarship Fund.

Federal Judges
from page4
trates should be given automa tic jurisdiction over
criminal cases or only by the
parties' stipulation.
When asked about the question of a civil litigant's right to
have a jury trial no matter the
complexity of the subject matter or the a_nticipated length of
the trial, Renner commented,
"I've never been convinced that
judges make better decisions
than juries. We don't want to
be in a hurry to eliminate
juries. I'd rather have 12 people do it than Bob Renner do
it." Renner described the intense responsibility that rests
on a judge sitting in a court
trial, "I was surprised to feel
gratified that there was someone above me that could hear
appeals."
When asked his opinion of
Minnesota's federal judgeship
selection process, Renner replied, "I'm obviously not going
to be too critical in light of the
results." On a more serious
note Judge Renner expressed
concern with the "committee
approach" and with the issue
of the balance between "lay"
and "professional" participa-

tion in the selection process. As
to the former, Renner points
out that "one of the problems
with the committee approach is
that you disperse responsibility; with the executive, the buck
stops." The considerations in
the "lay"/"professional" debate are that, on the one hand,
lawyers are hindered by the
fact that they are hard pressed
to judge other lawyers and
judges with whom they have to
work on a daily basis, and, on
the other hand, lay persons are
generalfy less attuned to
"judicial" qualities which the
bar deems important, i.e., legal
temperament, professionalism.
Renner concludes, "I have no
reservations about having
some lay people" involved in
judicial selection processes.
When asked about the current proposals for requiring
federal bar applicants to take
an entrance test, Renner had
no hesitance in stating, "1 don't
think a separate bar examination is the answer." Renner did
state that continuing legal education was a good idea in particular fields and that the bar
often does lack familiarity with
federal and local rules, for example, with regard to which
matters can only be tried in
federal court.
Judge Renner doesn't know
at this point when he will be

confirmed or where he will be
located. He points out that the
fact that the appointment is for
life il!vites heavy. scrutiny, but
expects that the ABA and other · interested parties should
have completed their investigations sometime this winter and
that confirmation should follow quickly thereafter.

Next
Opinion
Deadline

Nov. 12

Toe Opinion.
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Multistate
from page 1
pointed to California's ex;;
perience with . the MBE. He
said students there scored 14 to
17 percent higher on the MBE
than on the state's essay exam.
The MBE will also allow the
state to compare its test with
those given in other states, Kelly said. The passage rate on the
state's essay portion can be
compared to that on the MBE.
The. MBE passage rate can, in
tum, be compared with the
passage rate on the MBE
nation-wide. That way, Kelly
said, the state will know just
how difficult its bar exam is
compared with those given in
other states. .
Another advantage of the
MBE, Kelly said. is that a student who fails only one portion
of the exam need only retake
that portion. In other words, if
a student passes the MBE but
fails the essay portion of the
exam, he or she need retake
only the essay portion.

Kelly also rejects the thought
that the organized bar is
advocatting a more difficult
bar exam in an effort to limit
the number of lawyers admitted to the bar. To refute this
view, Kelly pointed to the
alumni from the University of
Minnesota law school, who
helped push appropriations for
the new library through the legislature, and to the efforts on
the part of the bar and members of the Supreme Court in
assisting Hamline University
with its accredidation.
"I know (taking the bar exam) can be a traumatic period
in the life of a student," Kelly
said. "But I hope they look at it
as a learning experience~one
they probably would not want
to do again - but the kind that
will help put everything
together for them."
The State Board of Law Examiners recommended that the
state adopt the MBE this summer. A hearing on the matter
was held October 4 but little
was discussed, according to
court personnel. The Board of
Law Examiners advertised for
comments on the proposed
change but little response was
received, according to Dick

Kline, director of bar admissions. Kline said the advertisements were placed in legal
newspapers.
Minnesota is one of the last
states to consider adopting the
MBE. The test was not considered until recently because
the former director of bar
admissions was a staunch
defender of the essay exam, according to James Schwebel, a
member of the board. However, when Kline took over, he
was willing to take a new look
at the MBE, Schwebel said,
. and after studying the question, the Board decided to
recommend its adoption to the
high court.
The MBE covers torts, contr acts, consitutional law,
criminal law, real property and
evidence. If adopted, essay exams will be given on the remaining subjects, which are:
administrative law, equity jurisprudence, federal taxation,
Minnesota practice and procedure, negotiable instruments,
private corporations, sales,
and wills and administration.
The test on professional
responsibility would then be
covered in a separate exam.

8th Circuit

Fall Roundtable
•

in

Grand·Forks, N.D.
Oct. 26-27
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with local law·
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''Legal education:
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which way in
Ph. (701) 777-4320.
the eighties.,.
$10 fee includes:
parties, luncheon,
• live •
entertainment.

Contact LSD Represntative
Patty Bartlett for info.

Mitchell Professors
produce videotape
Three William Mitchell faculty members received grants
from the law school to produce
three educational videotapes
this summer.
Professors John Sonsteng
and Roger Haydock directed
two videotapes: A Civil Jury
Trial and a Criminal Jury
Trial. Each tape was designed
to demonstrate segments of all
stages of a jury trial in different format. The 44 minute
Civil Trial videotape begins
with the judge instructing the
jury on preliminary matters
and then flashes back to a
voice-over who briefly describes the history of the case.
The tape then proceeds to
show one to four minute segments of all stages of the jury
trial beginning with jury selection and concluding with the
jury's verdict. A title between
each segment permits the tape
to be stopped, allowing a more
detailed explanation of the trial
proceedings. Professor Sonsteng played the part of · the
judge; Sheryl Ramstad Hvass
acted as the plaintifrs lawyer;
Boyd Ratchey, an attorney
with Doherty, Rumble and
Butler, played the defense attorney; and several actors and
actresses from Boulder, Colorado, acted as the witnesses.
The Criminal Jury Trial
videotape has a self-teaching
format. The 46 minute tape
consists of segments of the
various stages of a criminal
trial with a voice-over explain-

ing what is happening during
each segment. The tape begins
with an in-chamber discussion
of the case and concludes with
two alternative endings demonstrating what happens when a
defendant is found guilty or
not guilty. Susanne Sedgwick,
a Hennepin County District
Court Judge, plays the judge;
John Tierney, an Assistant
Hennepin County Prosecutor,
plays the prosecutor; and
James Ferguson III, a North
Carolina trial la\ryer, plays the
defense attorney. Professors
Haydock and Sonsteng plan to
use the civil tape in Trial Skills
and the criminal tape in the
new Street Law Program.
Professor Chris Ver Ploeg
prepared a script and directed a
videotape demonstrating
evidentiary objections. The
tape is designed to provide law
students with a better understanding an~ grasp of evidence
and trial objections. The 56
minute videotape consists of 38
segments each containing questions or answers that are objectionable. After each objectioµ,
there is a pause permitting class
discuss.ion of the objection and
the proper ruling. Professor
Ver Ploeg played the part of
the witness; Professor Sons
steng played the judge; Boyd
Ratchye played the examining
attorney; and Professor Haydock played the opposing law~
yer. Professor Ver Ploeg plans
to use this tape in her Evidence
course.

Attention:
TALENT
N.EEDED!
Student-Faculty
Talent Show (and Roast)
Students with -"talent" (the
term is construed liberally)
and/or an interest in helping
to organize this "performance," please leave your
name and telephone number
with Julie in the SBA _office
Faculty "talent" (the term being strictly construed) is being sought by the talent
agents who discovered Orvi Ile Schwartz.
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reputations and retained because of
their proven performance.
•Practice Examinations

Practice bar examinations _made up
from actual past Minnesota bar exams
including both essay and objective
questions. Your answers are graded
by former bar examination graders,
individually critiqued, and returned to
you.
•Writing Seminars

A series of writing seminars offering
you the opportunity for practice
writing, discussion of writing
iechniques, and help with individual
problems.
•Review Tapes

Available for additional and
supplemental study.
•Course Guaranty,
Anrstudent enrolled in the MBA/BAI
course is guaranteed the opportunity
to retake the course, at no cost, as
often as is necessary.
•Veterans Administration Approval
•Complimentary CLE Membership
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Enrollment in the MBA/BAI course
entitles each student to a free one year
membership in the National Practice
Institute, Inc. (NPI ). NPI is one of the
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continuing legal education-a
recognized leader in the field of CLE.
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•Success ...
Minnesota Bar Review/BAI, Inc. has
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the best likelihood of success. Our
students have passed the Minnesota
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rates than those not taking this course.
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·in Minnesota.
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You be the judge ....
First, Second and Third Year Students!
For a $50.00 course deposit you can
receive the current MBA outlines now
and trade them in for a new set when
:you take the course. Contact campus
rep Mike Weiner for details.

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.
MI0-553

Investigate our mater,ai3, faculty and
the overall quality of our program. See
for yourself why we are the best.
For early-sign-up discount
information contact your local
campus reps or call the MBR/BRI
office at (612) 338-1977.
·

Jennifer Bloom
Jody Bettenburg
Charles Giannetto
Mike Weiner
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100 North 6th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55403
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Mitchell panel flunks
beer examination
by Rob Plunkett
This was not intended to be
a bifurcated article, but the
blue ribbon panel of Mitchell
experts clearly could not fulfill
the momentous task set before
them - that being to consume
40 rounds (200 ounces) of
domestic and international
beers . . Damned if they didn't
try though.
Lest you think the following
"a much ado about nothing," a
short history will be helpful.
I>rinking fermented beverages
is as widespread as civilization
itself, and from all indications
the practice is as old as civilization. Anthropologists have
devoted an entire symposium
to the question "Did Man Once
Live by Beer Alone?" Scholars
have debated whether our prehistoric ancestors discovered
bread or beer first. It is clear
that in ancient China, India,
Persia, Egypt, intoxicating liquors existed, it being necessary for the imperial governments to take measures against ·
the practice of inebriety. In
1116 B.C., the Ming Dynasty
in China promulgated "The
Announcement about Drunkenness" to curb the excessive
use of beer among all classes of
people. It was in the Christian
age that beer really came into
its own, perhaps largely
· through the influence of the
monasteries which brewed and
improved the beer. In many
areas the monks built the first
breweries. Outside of the
monasteries, the first great advance for feminism was forged
(or should I say fermented) in
the medieval age. The brewers
in the middle ages were
women. This is so because beer
has always been regarded as an
unusual commodity, a "food
drink," and women had always
been the cooks. Once the monasteries had established the
techniques, the alewives took
over the business of brewing.
The great events in the lives
of the people in medieval England carried the name "ale." It
was the tradition for the bride
to sell ale on her wedding day
to defray the expenses of the
wedding; hence the words
"bride ale" which has become
"bridal." Individual consump-

tion was substantial; in part,
no doubt, because ot the snonage of drinkable water. Ladiesin-waiting at the court of
Henry VIII were allowed 160
ounces of beer for breakfast
alone. (Pretty good when one
considers our panel members
practically passed out at 60
ounces.)
As the discovery of America
began to open up new continents, beer moved with the
explorers. In fact, Christopher
Columbus on his final voyage
to America, in 1502, found the
natives of Central America
making "a first rate brew." The
French explorers brought with
them a tradition of brewing.
The Pilgrim Fathers, who landed at Plymouth Rock instead
of farther south as they had
planned, did so because of lack
of beer. As the journal of one
of the Mayflower's passengers
relates: "We could not now
take time for further search or
consideration; our victuals being much spent, especially our
beer. .. "
With this historical framework in mind, it is now time to
tum to the results compiled by
the diligent efforts of this
august group. First, it should
be made clear that each reviewer had no knowledge of the
contents of the glass set before
them. Secondly, the rating
form included Spaces for
guesses as to what beer was being consumed. The forms also
contained a general remark
section, followed by a scale
from one to ten for overall
rating. (One was high and ten
was low.)
The apparent winning brew
was Beck's with a 4.8 average
rating but the High Chancellor
the Tap disqualified the beer
when it was disclosed that
those who had brought Beck's
recognized it and told their
fellow panelists that it was
Beck's and that it was great!
Such unprofessional behavior
by Missy Staples and Joe Collins immediately resulted in
· their disbarment and ·explusion
from The Order of the Tipplers, as well as their automatic
assignment to clean-up detail.
This disqualifcation was unfortunate, for Beck's generally
garnered rave reviews. A sample: "0.K. if you're into a

Kierkegaard type. Not good
after Angel Dust." "Too dark
to live in North Oaks." "I'd
hate to stand behind someone
who'd been drinking this for
two hours."
Second place went to Old
Styl~ served in round eight.
This astounding finish is even
more unbelievable in view of
the fact that the same beer was
served the round before and
placed near the bottom on that
occasion. So much for the
panel's credentials.
If that wasn't enough, our
panel then went on to award
Carta Blancha third place, a
beer that an international panel
of brewmasters described as
"Almost not a beer. Nonexistent head. Perhaps the most
overrated import in the U.S.
Watery body and synthetic
taste." Our panel next bestowed fourth place laurels on
White Bear Beer, an Eau Claire
brew costing $2.29 a case
which was used to unclog our
kitchen sink earlier in the evening and was later used to wash
down the front steps. ·
Dortmunder Union, a beer
awarded important prizes
worldwide for fine qualities
and taste and top-rated in
Michael Weiner's A Taster's
Guide to Beer, placed dead
last, a full 1.36 points below
Gosser. Most comments directed toward this beer would be
found obscene even using
Gomorrah's community standards. Some of the printable
comments were: "Slightly better than sucking on a bus' exhaust pipe." "Responsible for
first known beard growth on a
one year old."
In gauging the expertise of
the panel, the minor flaws in
judgment above alluded to
should not leave the reader
with the impression that the
group was totally incompetent,
for occasional sparks of genius
flashed. Rick Hendrickson
took home the yet-to-bedetermined award for guessing
the correct beer three times and
a great treasury of names for
new concoctions remains. Future brews named Carleton
Menthol Light, Schlimp Beer,
Lucifer II Light, Frog's Leg
Beer "Heat It, Eat It, and Beat
lt...Till It's Dead!", and Pope's
Hat Beer might one day hit the
streets.

The bucs bounce back.

Students hop to sound of 1-ive band.

THE FINAL STANDINGS
I. Beck's (disqualified)
2. Old Style (Round 8)
3. Carta Blancha
4. White Bear
5. Coors
6. Pabst Ke~ Beer
7. Bass Ale
8. Urquell
9. Michelob
10. Old Style (Round 7)
11. Moosehead Ale
12. Henninger
13. Gosser
14. Dortmunder Union

"average light beer"
"lackluster lager" "all tempacheer beer' savor the suds"
"Fresca Lite Cream Ale" "been recycled through a wino's bladder"
"very light, mild lager, noted for its purityh
"a full-bodied lager. Somehow richer than average"
"One of the world's finest ales. Full, rich flavor with above average bouquet."
"The standard for all pilseners"
"A very smooth lager. (Don't underestimate it.)"
"Notfor sissies. This beerwould put hair on a billiard ball."
"Brewed. in Nova Scotia, where ii enjoys a loyal following. Highly hopped, tart and sharp."
"A perfect light amber lager with delicate bouquet. Comes on tart, with a good dry taste and pleasing after taste:"
"Ochre-colored,above average bouquet and hoppiness. Ove~all, a bit on the sweet side."
"One of the best"

4.8
5.03
5.10
5.27
5.57
5.59
'5.61
5.80
5.94
5.96
b.00
6.77
6.89
8.25

Other beers present but not rated were Zwiec, Blatz Light Cream Ale, Kirin, Skol, Harp, O'Keefe, Heineke11 Carlsberg Light Deluxe, Fosters, Rolling Rock, Toohey's.

EVALUATION
EXPEQTI&E

IN DETERMINING THE VALUE OF
CLOSED CORPORATION SECURITIES

1978 m1nnESOTA

BAR EHAffl RESUITS
On the toughest bar exam in years, B RC students out-per-fanned s:tudents taking the
only other course in the state. While BAR/BR I reported <! passing rate for all Mi~nesota
law school first-timers of 77%, BRC students passed at a rate of 82%. Thus, the BRC
failure rate was one-fourth less than the only other course ( 18% versus 23%) .

ANNUAL EVALUATIONS
We have been retained by closed corporations to provide annual valuations of
their issued securities. Why?
A periodic appraisal of the COIDJ>(ln y 's
common st ock pr9vides invaluable, information for the shareholder(s) for gift
and estate tax planning purposes.
Key personnel annual s:t<>CK options
should be tied to the fair mark-e t valueof the company's common stock.
Owners and management like to know
the fair market value of their company's
common stock should a sale-or an acquisition opportunity arise.
Some col"porat ions have an Employees Stock Ownership Trust (ESOT)
wfil.cli.. .in accordance with ERISA, requires. annual valuations. Othets have
profit-sharing plans. which own employer corporation securities, and those iair
market values should be known. for the
benefit of the employ ees.
Capi talizat ion. restructuring may be
advan t-a_geous at any given time and
should be based upon. fair market value.
Most Twin Cities law firms know of our
independent, professional services. Ask
your corporate counsel if these experienced evaluation services might assist you
in your personal and CQtPOrate planning.

82%
BRC pass rate 90of 111

77%
BAI pass rate 211 of 286

THE JOHN HAWTHORNE COMPANY

CORPORATE FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING
WAYZATA, MINN. SS391

Josephson Bar Review Center of America, Inc. / 1821 University Avenue, Suite S243C, St. Paul, MN 55104, 612/644-6070

473-1404

For more information, please contact your campus representative:
Regina Chu
Pat Courtney
Linda Krohn
Mary Mclaughlin
Janet Pollish
Barbara Runchey
Dean Stone
Tom Wieser

As I See It
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USE THE KEY NUMBER SYSTEM
A message for lawyers from the
company committed to saving
the lawyer work in his legal research. Contact your West Publishing Company sales representative.
Richard D. Arvold
407 So. Le Homme Dieu Drive
Alexandria, MN 56308

Jamea. R. Syata

Phone: 612/846-8404

Phone: 612/890-4632

220·1 West 140th Street
Burnsville, MN 55337

If the jury cannot understand the issues in a case, the
right to a jury trial guaranteed
by the constitution may conflict with something even more
basic: the right to a fair trial.
About one half dozen federal judges have refused to allow
jury trials, using as an excuse :t1970 Supreme Court decision
that suggested that the constitutional right to a jury may
be limited by the practical
abilities and limitations of the
jurors. Chief Justice Burger
recently joined a growing
number of bench and bar
leaders who question whether
modern juries can understand
the legal case. There may be
some truth to this.
During jury selection in an
Albany County, New York,

646-8904
645-5764
224~8393
633-2647
374-2872
222-8209
224-9930
699-4456

courtroom, about 75 potential
jurors applauded when one
panelist replied that he considered it stupid to tie up so
many people over a $250 larceny. The attorneys gasped,
then moved for a mistrial. The

judge quickly granted it.
["As I See It" thanks University of Minnesota Media
Resources Producer Richard
Breitman for bringing the
Albany story to our attention.]

B• D~an 3 a ~ \.l ry t rial .require.men..,?
A long paper requireme nt ?
I bav e t v
d o t hem n o w?!

Or

I l c se my oi p 1oma?

Letters
frompage2

dent a broad background.
What to do? It seems to me
that the law schools ought to
begin by teaching courses
organized to answer the
following questions:
1. Where does the law come
from? This would involve
discussion of common law and
principles of precedent; legislatio1' b y Congress, State
Legislatures and lesser bodies;
administrative rulings, and
constitutional limitations on
all, including due process,
equal protection, ex post facto,
separation and delegation of
powers, Federal pre-emption
~d similar problems involving
the legality and interpretation
of statutes.
2. How do we find the law?
This would be a beginning
course in legal research.
3. How do we present the law
to a decision-making body?
This would. involve writing
memorandums, trial or appellate briefs.

4. Bow ao we pnsenT the·

scliool. or ·rhe lawyer lifter· ·

facts to a deci<lion making
body? This would involve laws
of evidence and procedure and
some practical or moot court
experience involving trial skills.

graduation, to become informed in any other field into which
his practice or interests led
him. It might be that law
scnool courses would have to
be extended to the equivalent
of four years rather than three;
this is not a very large increase
compared to the vast increase
in the subject matter and content of the law compared to
even forty years ago.
Where are we going to get
teachers to teach courses like
this? Obviously, from the existing faculty. It would not
necessarily require that one
professor take one subject; a
course could be arranged so
that various professors took
parts of it, depending upon
their own independent specialties. If this didn't work out,
then schools would have to
develop the faculty and the
case books and the materials. I
don't think that is an insuperable burden.

5. How do we use the law in·
non-litigation circumstances?
This would involve preparation
of documents such as contracts, leases, wills, etc.

The cases selected to bring
out these answers would deal
with certain basic subject matters but would be selected to fit
into the general concept framework. The student would be
learning some basic subject
matter law but primarily would
be getting an overall view of
the law and how it operates in
everyday experience in and out
of court.
I presume- it would take
about two years of the
student's time to cover this
material. Having done so, the
student could then proceed into general areas of law in whici~
he oi she has a more specific
interest and become involved
more deeply iri subject matter
content in those fields. The
first two-year . background
would enable the student in

given field of expertise and
who would be able, upon admission to the bar, to render
much better service to their
clients and to the firms by
whom they might be employed.
Sincerely,
James H. Levy

He who would distinguish the true from the false
must have an adequate idea
of what is true and false.
Baruch Spinoza,
Ethics pt. II

The outline above, of
course, is very rough and
should be refined if any law
school really wants to try it. I
think that it would produce law
school graduates with a much
clearer understanding of the
law as a whole, having a base
from which to expand into any

Your complete secretarial service
specializing in computerized word processing
•1.8.M. OS/6
•1.8.M. SELECTRIC TYPING
•SPECIALIZED THESIS
TYPING
•BINDING

•KODAK COPIES
•PRINTING & GRAPHICS
•TYPESETIING
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University Typing Service
720 S.E. WASHINGTON AVE.

* PHOTO TYPESETIING
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•BINDING
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Across the street from Memorial Stadium
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Restaurants

Finally, a 'lunch place' is reviewed
by Doug Seaton
This column, we sadly admit, has so far failed to review
a "lunch place:'! Instead, it has
focused on dinner places of
various types: French/classy
(510 Groveland), trendy/veggie (Garuda's), disco/Mexican
(Maximillian's) and downhome/Italian (Rocco's). Also
one Saturday hamburger joint
(the Convention Grill), but
Saturday burgers can be eaten
from 10 a.m: to. 1 a.m. an.~ do
not really · qualify as lunch.
This lack of lunch coverage is a
grievous ommission. Even law
student mathematics is sufficient to tell us that people eat
as many lunches as dinners. In
addition, more of these lunches
are probably eaten out than
dinners. This is certainly true
of you, dear readers, as the circulation department has bitterly complained. Since night law
students are more likely to eat
candy bars and coke for dinner
than goose Strasbourg at the
510, but have the comparative
luxury of an hour off from
Woolworth's or process-serving for lunch (and no time to
make it at home), the mid-day
restaurant meal is clearly the
way to go for maximum review
impact. Thus, begging our
readers' pardon for past sins, I
herewith attach a review of the
ultimate "lunch place." (Please
retain the 510 Groveland
review, however, for when
you're made hiring partner it's a great place to conduct interviews!)
Cecil's Back Room is not an
after-hours club, nor has a
continuous poker game been
going on there since 1972. The
Back Room is a Jewish-style
delicatessen-restaurant, some
say the only genuine Jewish
eatery in Saint Paul. Bernie's
Delicatessen, hailing from
Saint Louis Park, has recently
moved into Saint Paul to challenge this claim, but initial
reaction is less than overwhelming. Cecil's, despite the
new competition, is still the
quintessential Jewish lunch
place, though it is open. and
recommended for dinper as
well. The restaurant is_.called
the Back Room because it was
opened after the retail delicatessen and bakery, which in
itself is a good sign: you can
always trust butchers who start
a restaurant, if not always
restauranteers who start a
retail shop. The delicatessen
and bakery were established
about 1950, while the restaurant dates from about 1965.
You enter Cecil's Back
Room through the delicatessen
and bakery, which allows you
to do some window shopping
for the items you'll want to buy
on the way out. The smells of
the breads, danish, meats and
salads are properly conducive
to the appetite, as are the few
minutes wait, at prime times,
before seating. There is a sign
near the entrance to the Back
Room which says that the maximum capacity is "8000 persons." This is either a joke or
the fire marshall got an awfully

good free lunch on his visit,
because the Back Room is a
relatively narrow dining room
which probably seats about 120
people. It is "cozy" rather than
crowded, however, and there is
both space and time to eat.
There is a counter for very
quick service, and for display
of Cecil's marvelous desserts.
Even at the tables, however,
the cheerful waitresses offer
fast and efficient service.
Cecil's Back Room proudly
and curmudgeonly declares
that "there is nothing new at
Cecil's" and that, instead,
patrons are assured of the same
good food, good service, and
fair prices as always. The practice at Cecil's squares with this
philosophy, too. There is nothing trendy about the Back
Room, no ferns or themes or
recycled nautical or railroad
paraph enalia are in evidence.
There is an interesting series of
wild game, bird, and genre
paintings by local artists, but
apart from this nod to culture,
the atmosphere is simply that
of a comfortable, homey dinner. "Fast Eddie," the manager
cum short order cook, presides
over the grill and counter with
aplomb, waitresses hustle, bazaars and events are advertised, mothers show off their
kids, and gossip is exchanged.
But what, you say, about the
food? I'm so glad you asked,
because the food is just a shade
short of perfect (this is mortal
life after all}. The first thing to
· do is order soup. The Back
Room offers chicken noodle,
chicken matzo ball (with
dumplings made from matzo
crackers), cabbage borsht, and
a soup of the day ($1.10 a
bowl, 85 cents a cup). I had the
borsht because my theory is
that chicken soup has to be
good at a Jewish restaurant, so
that it's no test at all. The
borsht was a thick flavorful
cabbage soup prepared from a
strong beef stock, the sort of
soup that would taste just as
good after four bowls as it did
the first spoonful. And it was
seriously hot, like soup ought
to be on a cold, damp October
day. Alternatives to the soups
include chopped (chicken) liver
($2.15), pickled ti.erring
($1.35), and gefilte fish
($1. 75), a pickled fish guenelle
made with pike, whitefish, and
cracker crumbs which is indescribably good and unlike anything else in American or European cuisine.
Main courses at Cecil's are
serious sandwiches, of which
there are 31 varieties ranging in
price from hot dogs at 85 cents
to a sampler three decker (a
slice of everything) at $3.95. I
sampled the "Reuben" sandwich ($2.85) and the hot corned- beef ($2.15). "Reuben"
(usually Reuben) sandwiches,
for the unitiated, are composed
of corned beef, sauerkraut,
swiss· cheese and horseradish
dressing on pumpernickel
(dark) rye bread, often grilled,
but always hot. The hot corned
beef is served on Jewish (caraway) rye. Cecil's Reuben is

toasted, rather than grilled,
which makes it less greasy, and
it is a wonderful, savory meld
of excellent corned beef, sharp
horseradish, tart succulent
sauerkraut and bland· swiss
cheese. But since the corned
beef is the best I've had in
Minnesota (three days before I
had the worst: at Sgt.
Preston's), I'd almost recommend the plain hot corned beef
over the Reuben. Potato salad
(65 cents) is a must with corned
beef and most of the rest of the
sandwiches. It is good also, full
of celery, parsley and a hint of
scallion in addition to potato
and egg, but a little too bland.
Pickles, of course, accompany
the sandwiches.

"Main courses at
Cecil's are serious
sandwiches."

Some of the other sandwiches offered are a kosker hamburger ($1.85) which puzzled
but intrigued me (when is a
hamburger, other than at MacDonald's, anything but beef?),
pastrami ($2.15), tongue
($2.15), which is great stuff,
excellent lox, AKA smoked
salmon ($3.10), chopped liver
($2.15), and a host of not par- ·
ticularly Jewish standards like
tuna and egg salad. Among the
specialties are a combination
of corned beef, chicken livers
and onion on rye ($3.50), lox,
cream cheese, tomato and
onion on a kaiser roll ($3.65),
which is ambrosial, though
better on a bagel, grilled salami
($2.50) and a "tuna melt," tuna
grilled with cheese which is said
to be the best in town ($2.65).
Cecil's coleslaw, included with
several sandwiches and available on the side (65 cents), is
first rate.
There are offerings other
than sandwiches, I hasten to
add. A half dozen omelets are
available. I can vouch for the
lox and onion omelet ($3.50).
There three ingredients "marry
well" as cooks used to say, and
they make a great omelet.
Cecil's also offers a corned
beef omelet, a combination
about which I have my doubts.
Several large salads ($2.50 or
$3.25), salmon or tuna plates
($2.95), and an interesting concoction of fresh vege~ables and
sour cream called "Farmer's
chop suey" ($2.95) are also to
be had. The most up-scale meal
is the smoked fish platter
(whitefish, trout and "sable,"
which is black cod) at $4.00.
Those of us who like smoked
fish know this is good, and the
rest of you won't try it anyway,
but let me try snob appeal:
consider that in Manhattan
people stand in line to pay

$1.50 for the little smoked
white fish we can buy at three
for the dollar. Our regional
delicacy is too fashionable!
All the regular side orders
like french fries and salads ·are
available at Cecil's, but several
particularly .Jewish items deserve highlighting. One is the
potato knish, mentioned here
only to be condemned, however. These are little baked
dough things filled with mashed potatoes, which people
either love or hate. I find them
dull and heavy as lead. (My
wife loves them, however: no
accounting for taste.) Quite
another matter are potato latkes, better_ known as potato
pancakes ($2.50). These are
golden little circles of grated
potato and onion, sauteed like
a pancake, served piping hot
with sour cream and applesauce. These are among the
major contributions of
Judaism to world cusine, and
Cecil's are among the best,
though they are better as a late,
light supper, than as a side
with lunch. J:SUntzes l).l.o:,J,
known to Poles and Russians
as blinis, are a sort of thick
crepe filled with cheese (sometimes fruit, like fritters), fried
and served with sour cream
and jam. These are also awfully good. Like potato pancakes,
however, they 9on't fit into
American menus very · well.
They are a little too much for
desse~, better as a light meal
unto themselves.
And then there are the desserts. "Fast Eddie's" eyes light
up when he describes; lovingly,
the Back Room's desserts.
They are all made on the
premises and they all look
delectable. I have tried the
coconut cream pie, it was
great. There are six other pies
available, as well as double
chocolate cake and cheese
cake, each at one dollar. Sundaes and malts are an extra
dime. If you prefer to walk and

eat, or if you want to take
something home for breakfast,
I'd recommend either the poppyseed or the cheese danish,
which apart from being generally delectable, have more ample, luscious fillings than most
bakeries these days.
Cecil's offers beer (65 cents)
as well as the usual nonalcoholic beverages. Buttermilk (40
cents), a delicatessen standard,
is also available. There is a children's menu with meals from
$1.25 to $1.50. The Back
Room will prepare any item to
go and offers party platters,
box lunches, and party accomodations as well. The restaurant is closed in partial
observance of the Jewish Sabbath, so that Friday evening
meals are not offered.
Anyone who like a great
sandwich will like Cecil's Back
Room, and those who don't
will have platters, salads and
eggs to choose from. The desserts have no detractors that I
can find, and the soups are
really about the best in the city.
The "Jewish "food" at Cecil's
has no peer. The prices, especially as compared with those
at a "commercial delicates.wn"
like the Lincoln Del, are very
reasonable. Add a very congenial atmosphere, pleasant
service, and efficiency without
the feeling of being rushed,
and you have a first class
eatory. There is ample justification, in a word, ·for Cecil's
landmark status.
Cecil's Back Room is located
at 651 Cleveland Avenue,
South, in Saint Paul (698-9792)
and is open from 9:00 a.m. to
8:00 p.m., Monday through
Thursday and Saturday, 9:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on Friday,
and 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on
Sunday. The same menu is offered lit all hours. There is adjacent parking. Neither reservations nor credit cards are accepted.

1053 Grand Avenue/Summit Hill Mall
Saint Paul/Minnesota 55105

Like Mexico? You'll LOVE our
selection of Mex-ico's best in
rugs, clothes, tiles, wood
carvings, ceramics, tin ware.
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Sports
Carrigan Classic clutters course
by Mark Carrigan
This year's "Carrigan Classic" featured many new attractions but unfortunately it was
also shrouded with controversy. I am writing this article in
response to the brutal and unjustified accusations levied
against me. This article will
show that neither my deputies
nor myseff were responsible for
any impropriety in construing
the rules of the tournament.
The first criticism that I
would like to address concerns
the disqualification· of Bob Patient. Most of the participants
assumed that he had won the
tournament because he turned
in the lowest score. A careful
reading of the rule book would
show these mudslingers that
the winner of the swimsuit
competition is ineligible to participate in the tournament.
This rule was drafted with the
health and safety of the golfers
in mind since the winners of
the swimsuit competition
always distract the other
golfers and create undue
disturbance. Aside from that
significant fact, a further
reading of the rules would
show any ignoramus that the
golfer with the lowest score· is
always disqualified.
. The next smartsass criticism
that I will respond tci concerns
the disqu~fi~tion of Joe
Parise. Mr. Parise had the second lowest score but ,he was
disqualified in principle. It
c;µinot be said that this tournament is amoral, unscrupulous
or without principle.
The final item-of controversy does not merit any response
but a response wili be given
simply to defend my good
name. This item relates to the
procedure used in determining
the ultimate champfon. The
fuel for this co;ntroversy is the
fact that all three judges
qualified for the finals. A brief
explanation of the procedure
·used will, most certainly, stifle
the flow of the slanderous and

Footbal I update
by Jim Meyen

cart carries contestants who battled weather over
beleagured course.
baseless allegations that
emanate from the mouths of
those unworthy to trod on
tournament grass.
A three judge panel was
chosen to detemiine the champion. This would guarantee
that no prejudice or bias would
taint the tournament. The
selection of the judges was
agreed · upon by. each of the
judges. Paul Steffenson, Lisa
Berg, and Mark Carrigan .assumed their roles as judges in a
most dignified fashion considering the -fact that their
clothes were drenched in beer
by a frenzied · mob of protesters.
Round one of the elimination was.made when each judge
wrote down the names of the
participants. Since each of the
judges had a poor memory and
could not recall many participants~ a substantial number
failed to make the first cut.
Rounds two through thirty
seven were conducted as
usual-by the roll of the dice.
(The roll of the dice is done by
proxy to prevent crowding and
suffocation in the judges'
chambers.) As time passecl,
~

Runaway cart castrates contestant.

many a golfer packed his bag.
Eventually, most of the golfers
were in the bag.
Many who fell by the wayside cried foul. Others simply
·cried.
Finally the judges selected
the finalists. This was not any
easy task but wisdom and justice characterized their action
and in the midst of confusion
logic and fairness prevailed.
Paul Steffenson became the
new champion. This was an
amazing feat since he had been
eliminated at least twice in
· earlier rounds. This decision
was concuned in by all tournament personnel including Cartmaster Rafferty, Tournament
Liason McCaleb and Divotmaster Davis.
By now it must be clear that
there was nothing improper or
deceitful about this golf tournament. The decision was
based upon sound reasoning
and standard procedure.
As a footnote, I would like
to thank the Opinion for the
opportunity to put an end to
the absurd public reaction to
the Carrigan Classic.

Vol ley ball
The William Mitchell Volleyball League is now in its second year. Since the arrival of
fall weather, play has moved
from the front lawn of Mitchell
to the All-American Bar's indoor volleyball court. The
"league" is more a group of
people who meet to play volleyball than an organized
league with referees and
schedµled games.
There are no regularly
scheduled games although a
tournament is being planned
for November. Play is open to anyone who shows up, and
everyone plays. New players
are welcome. The "league"
meets from noon to 3 p.m.
every Saturday. The AllAmerican is located just west
of Hwy. 280 on Como Avenue
in St. Paul.

One again the Como fields
are being overrun every Saturday morning as the William
Mitchell Football League is in
the rg.iddle of another season.
The Student Bar Association
sponsors the league, and by
collecting a $20 entry fee pays
for necessary equipment.
As usual, the league is being
dominated by the alumni
teams, while the teams comprised mostly of students struggle to maintain respectability.
Jardine, Logan & O'Brien
(JLO), the Como Bombers,
and the Running Rebels look
to be the .favorites in the
playoffs, although the Rebels
lost QB Mike Burke to a
basketball injury and Floyd
Pnewski, quite possible the,
league's best offensive player,
to a job in Duluth. The Rebels
have made assurances, however, that they will have the
players it takes to win when the
time comes. The Como Bombers and JLO have also suffered
player losses. The Bombers lost
their best lineman to an out-oftown job and JLO lost their
best lineman when Jerry Klein
twisted his knee early in the
season.
The Fighting Fidgets led Qy

QB Rob Plunkett appear to be
the best of the rest. The surprising Assumpsit Generals, a
first year team, aren't ready to
challenge for the championship
this year but may be a force in
years to come. This year's current cellar-dwellers, Danner's
Animals, blame their plight on
having to play the league's
toughest schedule; but all the
teams will be eligible for the
single game elimination playoffs that start on October 27,
with the championship game
slated for November 10.
Standings as of October 6:
Jardine, Logan &
O'Brien . ........ . ... 4--0
Rurining Rebels ... . ... 4--0
Assumpsit Generals ... 3-1
Como Bombers ....... 3-1
Fighting Fidgets , . . . .. 3-1
Weekend Athletes .... 3-1
Without Redeeming Social
Value ... ..... . ...... 3-1
Double Refusal ....... 2-2
Lurem, Cheatum & Runn
2-2

W.M.0 . . ..... . . . . . .. 2-2
Illegal Procedure ..... 1-3
Nolo Contendere ..... 1-3
Rookies II ..... . .. . .. 1-3
Banny & the Jets .... . . 0-4
Danner's Animals . . . .. 0-4

-Race Judicata set
The Second Annual Race
Judicata will be held next
Saturday, October 27 at 1 p.m.
The race course will follow
the east bank (St. Paul side) of
the Mississippi, commencing at
the end of Summit Avenue and
proceeding south along the
river boulevard to Ford

....

,

Parkway.

Two actual races will be
_held, one covering a two mile
distance; the second traversing
a four mile course. Participants are free to enter
either. A sign up sheet for the
race will be posted in the
school lounge.
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